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PRODUCT NEWS

Sioux Expands 
Steam-Flo® Line 
Introducing SF-50
  Sioux Corporation 
offers the Steam-Flo® 
steam generator as a 
reliable, economical, 
portable source of low-
pressure steam. These 
generators are ideal for 
accelerating the curing 
process in precast con-
crete operations, heating 
aggregates for ready-
mix concrete operations, 

sterilizing soil, heating railcars, degassing tanks, and thawing frozen pipes, 
culverts, etc. The SF-50 is now the largest steam generator Sioux manufactures. 
The SF-50, a 50 boiler horsepower unit, is capable of producing up to 1,725 lbs 
(782 Kg) per hour of saturated steam vapor. All Sioux Steam-Flo® units operate 
at low pressure (15 PSI) and are available with diesel fuel, LP or natural gas fired 
power burners, stationary or trailer mounted options, self-contained packages, 
and many other custom options. All Steam-Flo® units are built to ASME code 
and are National Board registered. 
www.sioux.com

 Note: Product News submissions 
should be e-mailed to chuckp@adpub.com 
or mailed to Product News, 1000 Nix Rd., 
Little Rock, AR 72211. Please be sure that 
your product announcement is accompa-
nied by a high-resolution photo of the 
product. CT

Introducing the Steel Eagle 
Full Line of Compact Vacuum Systems
 Why the CVU? Are you seeing loss of income 
due to having to turn down jobs because of EPA 
regulations? Are you hearing complaints due to overspray 
and the mess associated with standard pressure washing? Are you tired of heavy, 
large systems filling up your rig? If so, you’re not alone & you need a Steel Eagle 
CVU System. What if you could: Increase your bottom line by being able to bid 
more jobs? Clean interior or hard to reach areas without worrying about over-
spray and water damage? Have the same cleaning power as larger systems 
without using a ton of space in your rig? The extensive CVU Features can pro-
vide all these benefits and more. 
www.steeleagle.com

Honda Introduces All-New 
Rammer Engine New GXR120 
Specifically Designed for Power 
Rammers
 Honda has introduced an all-new, 
GXR120 general-purpose engine, a 
model uniquely developed as an ideal 
source of power for rammers—equip-
ment used to compact soil or other 
granular material. Offered as a second 
power option to the reliable GX100 
engine, the new GXR120 engine has 
been designed to provide superb dura-
bility and reliability for heavy-duty 
applications. The Honda GXR120 is 
capable of meeting the high demands 
that rammers require of the engine, 
frame, and operator. With a dis- 
placement of 121 cc, the engine can 
appropriately power 110-lb. to 175-lb. 
rammers at multiple altitudes with ease. 
Additionally, a new, special cast-iron 
cylinder sleeve and a high carbon-steel, 
dual-ball bearing crankshaft provide 
improved engine strength for ram- 
mer applications. To further enhance 
engine durability, the recoil starter  
and fan cover of the new GXR120 now 
are even more robust through the 
incorporation of steel in the design. 
www.engines.honda.com


